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Multiplicities
Amidst the transmission of a musical idea, between the composer, score, performer, and audience, there is invariably a rich capacity for interpretation, contingency, and variability. It is often in these inconsistencies that a
work finds its depth, as variable interpretations inevitably cast new light on a musical subject, imbuing it with a
variety of perspectives, energies, and characterizations.
This work, ”Multiplicities”, is scored for indefinitely multi-tracked (recorded and layered) bass flute. The flute
parts in this recording are performed by Laura Cocks. In the piece I aim to objectify the variabilities that occur
from one performance to the next. I developed a notation for the performer that is, in one sense, quite specific
in its prescriptive instructions, yet in another, highly receptive in harnessing and objectifying the nuances and
variabilities that happen from one performance to the next. When the instruments become layered, these variabilities infuse the work with a variegated color, allowing what is essentially one part, to sound like a swarm or a
mass of individual lines.
Performed by Laura Cocks (Bass Flute)
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